An enduring question in visual attention research is whether unattended objects are subject to perceptual processing. The traditional view suggests that, whereas focal attention is required for the processing of complex features or for individuating objects, it is not required for detecting basic features. However, other models suggest that detecting basic features may be no different from object identification and also require focal attention. In the present study, we approach this problem by measuring the effect of attentional capture in simple and compound visual search tasks. To make sure measurements did not reflect strategic components of the tasks, we measured accuracy with brief displays. Results show that attentional capture influenced only compound but not basic feature searches, suggestive of a distinction between attentional requirements of the 2 tasks. We discuss our findings, together with recent results of top-down word cue effects and dimension-specific intertrial effects, in terms of the dual-route account for visual search, which suggests that the task that is being completed determines whether search is based on attentive or preattentive mechanisms.
Visual information continually enters our neural pathways and is far in excess of our capacity to process it all. To cope with this problem, our brains don't process all stimuli in fine detail. Rather, we initially only process a small subset of features for most objects, confining detailed processing to a small subset of stimuli. This distinction was initially made in terms of preattentive and attentive processing by Neisser (1967) . According to this approach, processing of basic visual features does not require attention and is done spatially in parallel. However, attention is required for processing of more complex visual features, but is limited in its processing capacity. Neisser's (1967) approach was extended in feature-integration theory (FIT; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) , which suggested that preattentive feature maps register basic visual features and focal attention identifies combinations of features. This distinction is generally consistent with visual search data. For instance, visual search for a basic feature among other features is highly efficient, such that response time (reaction time [RT] ) does not increase with the total number of search objects (set size). However, visual search for a combination of features among other combinations is inefficient, such that RT increases with set size. According to FIT, efficient feature search reflects parallel feature map processing, whereas inefficient conjunctive search reflects serial attentional deployment. Later, this framework was revised to accommodate more visual search data, such as that preattentive processes also serve to guide attentional allocation (Treisman & Sato, 1990; Wolfe, 1994; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989 ). This revision is referred to as the guided search model (GS), according to which search efficiency is determined by the activation pattern of a master map. The master map receives input from a series of feature maps, and prioritizes attentional deployment. When master map activation is strong at the target position, attention is allocated to the target with high priority, leading to efficient visual search. However, search becomes inefficient when master map activation is noisy and ambiguous. Therefore, search efficiency is determined by how effectively the master map can guide attention to the target.
The development of GS has been successful in terms of explaining search data over a variety of conditions. However, a comparison between GS and the earlier FIT has raised an important question of whether all searches involve the same processing steps. For most of the inefficient searches, FIT and GS are similar in assuming that target identification involves focal attention, even though GS is more precise in specifying how attention is allocated to the target. However, FIT assumes that basic feature detection is done in parallel via feature maps without engaging focal attention, whereas GS assumes it to involve focal attention as well, but with highly efficient allocation. The focus of the present study was to distinguish between these two approaches. In other words, we tested whether basic feature detection and other searches involve the same sequence of search steps.
A key question on this topic is whether detection of a basic visual feature requires attention, and a considerable amount of work has already addressed this issue. For example, Braun and Sagi (1990) asked participants to focus attention on an attentiondemanding central task (orientation discrimination of a Gabor patch) and at the same time detect an orientation oddball in a peripheral search display. Results showed that the central task and the search task did not impair performance of each other, suggesting that the search task required little or no attention. Braun and Julesz (1998) furthered the investigation to a wider range of search tasks (including detection of orientation pop-out, discrimination of orientation, and discrimination of hue) by using a more attentionally engaging central task (a letter discrimination search task). They found that basic feature search tasks in the periphery did not trade off performance with the central task, again suggesting that the search tasks did not require attention.
Although Braun and Sagi (1990) and Braun and Julesz (1998) demonstrated that basic feature search requires hardly any attentional capacity, evidence obtained via other methods apparently contradicted this position. First, Nothdurft (1999) demonstrated that immediately after performing basic feature detection, a participant's attention was focused on the target, apparently suggesting that people oriented attention to the target to support detection. His experiment compared effects of basic feature detection and serial search on a circular search array. Upon detection of the target, a line segment appeared between the target and a central fixation spot. The rationale was that if attention was currently focusing on the target, the occurrence of the line segment should induce an apparent motion such that the line seemed to be moving away from the target. Such apparent motion was indeed experienced by participants, for both serial search and basic feature detection. Nothdurft concluded that basic feature detection, like serial search, recruits attention to the target. However, alternative interpretations can be made. In an experiment, participants might search for all targets using focused attentional processes, even though in some conditions these processes are not necessary to make a detection response. We will explore this issue in our experiments.
A second piece of evidence for the need of attention in basic feature search is a drop of search performance during the attentional blink. In general, the attentional blink occurs 200 -500 ms after detection of a first target, during which identification of the second target is impaired. Joseph, Chun, and Nakayama (1997;  see also Kawahara, Di Lollo, & Enns, 2001 ) tested the effect of attentional blink on an orientation oddball search in which the search task acted as the second "target," when participants were monitoring a central rapid visual serial presentation stream for a white letter; this white letter acted as the first target. Results showed that search performance was impaired during attentional blink. By assuming that attentional blink reflected an attentional bottleneck, Joseph and colleagues argued that basic feature detection, for instance an orientation oddball search, was subject to attentional limitations, and so required attention. However, this argument is highly controversial. Although some theorists listed attentional blink as a test for the attentional requirement of a task (e.g., Cohen, Cavanagh, Chun, & Nakayama, 2012) , the precise nature of the bottleneck in the attentional blink remains unclear. In fact, most theories concerning the attentional blink explain the effect in terms of a blockage of memory consolidation (Chun & Potter, 1995; Jolicoeur & Dell'Acqua, 1998; Olivers & Meeter, 2008) or an interference within a short-term memory buffer (Isaak, Shapiro, & Martin, 1999; Shapiro, Arnell, & Raymond, 1997; see Dux & Marois, 2009 for a review). With regard to Joseph et al.'s (1997) study, it has also been argued that their results may reflect task switching instead of a need for attention in their search task (Chun & Potter, 2001) . Therefore, Joseph et al.'s conclusion could be problematic because the impaired search performance in their test may not reflect the result of removing attention, per se.
Existing evidence is mixed regarding whether basic feature detection requires attention. It remains unclear whether basic feature detection depends on preattentive feature maps, and is therefore qualitatively distinct from inefficient search or, instead, depends on focal attention in the same way as other searches. To address this question, Chan and Hayward (2009) reasoned that these two possibilities should predict different degrees of master map involvement in search. For instance, if basic feature detection is based on feature maps, it should not depend on attentional guidance provided by the master map, and so the master map should not play a role in search performance. However, if search is based on focal attention, master map activations should mediate performance.
Chan and Hayward (2009) compared basic feature detection with so-called "compound search." In a compound search, the feature defining the search target is different from the feature defining the response, so that it mandates focal attention for identifying the target. Chan and Hayward reasoned that search that is based on the master map should show more across-dimension interference because the master map receives inputs from multiple feature maps, whereas search that is based on feature maps should not show such interference because feature map processing is dimension-specific, with no crosstalk between dimensional modules. They tested whether basic feature detection and compound search showed across-dimension attentional capture caused by a singleton distractor, and found that it was observed only in compound search tasks but not in basic feature detection tasks (see also Kumada, 1999) . This result suggests that only the former was susceptible to across-dimension interference. It seems that the master map was involved only in compound search but not in basic feature search. Chan and Hayward (2009) concluded that their findings support an architecture based upon FIT, in which basic feature detection depends on preattentive processing and does not require focal attention. This "dual-route" account assumes that basic feature detection depends on a preattentive feature map route while compound search depends on a focal attention route. This account contrasts with a single-route account like GS in which all searches depend on focal attention and master-map guidance (e.g., Wolfe, 1994) . The main difficulty for the single-route account is that it cannot explain why an across-dimension singleton distractor only captures attention in compound search but not in basic feature detection. Chan and Hayward used the same set of targets, distractors, and singleton distractor features in their searches, rendering it unlikely that other factors could explain the discrepancy in across-dimension attentional capture.
According to the dual-route account, attentional capture is not expected in basic feature detection because even if attention is captured by a salient distractor, feature map processing does not require focal attention, and therefore detection performance should remain unaffected. However, controversy exists because capture effects are occasionally observed in basic feature detection, and this obviously requires an explanation. Chan and Hayward (2009) attributed these observations to a nonspatial kind of singleton distractor effect. For This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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example, a salient singleton distractor might attract dimension-based attention to distractor-relevant feature maps, such that search based on target-relevant feature maps might show reduced performance. However, Zehetleitner, Proulx, and Müller (2009) showed that this explanation was insufficient because they observed attentional capture in basic feature detection that was spatial in nature. Specifically, they manipulated distance between a target and a singleton distractor in a basic feature search task, and found that capture size was larger with a shorter target-distractor distance. This result resembles findings using compound search tasks (e.g., Caputo & Guerra, 1998; Mounts, 2000; Mounts & Gavett, 2004) , and is incompatible with a strict version of the dual-route account because there is no mechanism in such models for an across-dimension singleton distractor to spatially interact with the target at a feature map level. The capture effect found in basic feature detection also showed other characteristics similar to that in compound search, for instance a sensitivity to occurrence frequency and salience of the distractor (Müller, Geyer, Zehetleitner, & Krummenacher, 2009; Theeuwes, 1992) . Therefore, Zehetleitner et al. argued that their findings supported the single-route account.
We take an alternative view and believe that Zehetleitner et al.'s (2009) data can be explained within the dual-route account. According to this account, compound search requires focal attention because of its task nature, whereas basic feature search is based on feature maps because it does not require focal attention. It remains possible, however, that although a basic feature search can be performed preattentively, observers could still strategically employ attentional mechanisms to perform basic feature search. For example, both Chan and Hayward (2009, p. 130) and Zehetleitner et al. found that attentional capture occurred in basic feature search only when distractor-present and distractor-absent trials were mixed within blocks, but not when they were blocked. It is possible that participants experienced more uncertainty in a mixed trials design, and so in order to maintain confidence in their search performance, they might engage focal attention for verifying the target identity. In this case, search performance may display characteristics of attention-based searches, even though the same search can actually be performed without attention. This explanation retains the advantage of being able to explain the broader finding that attentional capture is stronger and more robust in compound search and is most commonly near-absent in basic feature detection; the strategic engagement of attention here is specific to conditions such as a mixed trials design. However, this discrepancy of capture effects across search tasks is not clearly explained by the single-route account (e.g., Zehetleitner et al., 2009) .
To provide evidence for the claim that focal attention is not actually required for basic feature search, in the present study we sought to measure search accuracy when a stimulus display was presented so briefly that participants had just enough time to perform search. In this case, if a search mandated focal attention (such as compound search), diverting attention to a salient distractor should reduce search accuracy. If such a diversion occurred and then attention returned to the target, the display would have already disappeared and been masked. For a search that used focal attention but could still be performed on the basis of feature maps, however, the presence of a salient distractor should not affect performance. This was because even when focal attention did not return in time, search accuracy could still be supported by preattentive feature map processing. Therefore, by measuring search accuracy, we could determine whether a search task truly required focal attention.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we first attempted to demonstrate attentional capture in terms of search accuracy. For this purpose, we used a compound task, which is known to require focal attention (Duncan, 1985) . According to both single-route and dual-route accounts, attentional capture should be observed in this task. In this experiment, we asked participants to search for a diamond target among circle distractors, and respond to the orientation of a line inside. A singleton distractor occurred in half of the trials, which was a red circle, while other search items were gray; please see Figure 1 for an illustration of the search display. Before the experiment began, we used a staircase procedure to determine the display duration for each participant; this duration setting was used in the rest of the experiment. Exposure was set so that accuracy was near 0.8. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Method
Participants. Eleven members of the University of Hong Kong community (six females) participated in Experiment 1. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each of them was paid HK$30 for a 30-min session.
Stimuli. Stimuli were presented on a 20-in. cathode ray tube monitor with effective viewing dimensions of 39.1 cm ϫ 29.3 cm. Viewing distance was fixed at 70 cm using a chin-rest. 1 The search display had a dark background. The target was a diamond with a diagonal length of 2.4°, and the distractors were circles with diameters of 1.9°. Their borders were 0.16°thick, and were colored gray. The singleton distractor was a red circle. Inside each item, there was a gray, 1°-long, 0.16°-thick line that was either vertical or horizontal. The fixation dot was a 0.32°-wide circle filled in white. There were 24 search items in each search display. Search items were positioned within two 1.6°-apart, 12°-wide, 16°-tall regions, one on each side. Each region was an invisible 3 ϫ 4 grid. The center of each item was randomly positioned within each cell, with the constraint that items were at least 0.8°far from each other edge-to-edge. For the mask display, six randomly oriented white lines (with identical sizes to the lines inside each search item) were presented for each corresponding search items. Each of them was centered at the item's center with a random jittering of Ϯ 0.2°along both x-and y-axes.
Procedure. At the beginning of each trial, a fixation dot first appeared for 500 ms, a search display occurred for a variable duration, and then a mask display appeared for 1,000 ms. The duration of the search display was determined by a staircase procedure described in the next paragraph. The search display contained a diamond target; participants were required to detect it and make an unspeeded response about the orientation of a line inside it. They were asked to withhold their response until the offset of the mask display. The left/right shift key was pressed for a vertical/horizontal line. If a participant made an error, a 1,000-Hz sine tone was played for 200 ms. Each trial concluded with a 500 ms intertrial interval.
The experiment started with a staircase block which was followed by three test blocks. In the staircase block, a 3-down, 1-up procedure was used to determine the exposure duration of the search display. However, before the first reversal, one correct response was sufficient to cause a step down. Each staircase started at a duration of 72 frames (each frame lasted for 10 ms); each step downward reduced the duration to 77.9% of the original. A total of 117 trials were run, and all trials after the first six reversals were used for calculating the mean exposure level. The exposure duration was set as 720 ϫ .779
(mean exposure level) ms, rounded off to the nearest 10 ms. This duration was used for the test blocks.
In both the staircase and the test blocks, a singleton distractor was present in half of the trials. Trials with and without a singleton distractor were randomly mixed within each block. Half of the singleton distractors occurred within the target hemifield, and half occurred in the other hemifield. Each block contained 117 trials. The first five trials in each test block were unanalyzed warm-up trials.
Results and Discussion
Only test block trials were analyzed, and results are plotted in Figure 2 . The average exposure duration of the search display was 311 ms; distractor-absent accuracy was 87.2%. When a singleton distractor was present, there was a significant, 4.4% accuracy drop, t(10) ϭ 3.01, p ϭ .01. This effect was consistent with our prediction, and was presumably reflecting the effect of attentional capture.
We also conducted a Bayes factor analysis with each experiment in our study, because in the subsequent experiments, we wanted to demonstrate evidence for the absence of attentional capture; a kind of evidence that was not provided by t tests. We calculated a Bayes factor comparing the null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis assuming a Jeffreys-Zellner-Siow (JZS) prior (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009 ). The Bayes factor calculated for the accuracy drop associated with the singleton distractor was 0.21, meaning that the odds in favor of the null are 0.21 to 1 (i.e., 4.8 to 1 in favor of the alternative); by convention, a Bayes factor with a value larger than 3 is deemed substantially supporting the null hypothesis, and a Bayes factor with a value smaller than 0.33 is deemed substantially supporting the alternative hypothesis (Jeffreys, 1961) . Therefore, the result of the Bayes factor analysis confirmed the conclusion of the t test above.
The data from this experiment demonstrated that our method was sufficiently sensitive to detect attentional capture, by using an 1 Due to a technical issue, three participants in Experiment 1 used a 21-in. LCD display with effective viewing dimensions of 35.3 cm ϫ 26.5 cm, and one participant in Experiment 1 and three participants in Experiment 2 used a 23-in. LCD display with effective viewing dimensions of 38.1 cm ϫ 28.6 cm, in a free-viewing setting. The refresh rate was set at 75 Hz for one of the above participants in Experiment 1 and at 60 Hz for the other five participants, and thus, the staircase started at 960 ms or 1200 ms for them. This issue rendered the experimental settings less standardized, but it should not pose serious problems to the validity of the current results and interpretations. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
accuracy measurement. In addition, the current result confirmed that attentional capture in a compound task does not only reflect a delay in response, but the presence of a singleton distractor successfully disrupted target processing. This disruption is presumably due to the distractor diverting attention away from the target.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we began to investigate whether attentional capture is truly absent for basic feature search. We first tested a simple feature detection task. In this task, we asked participants to judge whether an oblique target line was present among vertical distractor lines (see Figure 1) .
Using a similar procedure to Experiment 1, we measured the impact of a color singleton distractor (a red vertical line) on target detection accuracy, while other search items were colored gray. As in Experiment 1, a singleton distractor was presented in half of the trials, and distractor-present and distractor-absent trials were mixed within blocks. With reference to previous studies , attentional capture should be present under this mixed trials design. However, the dual-route account suggests that orientation detection can be performed at a feature map level. Therefore, it expected no accuracy drop in this experiment because search performance at this level is not subject to disruption by attentional capture.
Method
Participants. Thirteen members of the University of Hong Kong community (10 females) participated in Experiment 2. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each of them was paid HK$30 for a 30-min session.
Stimuli. The stimuli were based on Experiment 1 except for the following. The target was a 45°line rotated clockwise. The distractors were vertical lines. These lines were 1.6°long, 0.2°t hick, and were colored gray. The singleton distractor was a red vertical line. The white lines used in the mask display had the same dimensions as these search items.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1, except that the left/right shift key was pressed for the presence/ absence of a target.
Results and Discussion
Only test block trials were analyzed, and results are plotted in Figure 2 . The average exposure duration of the search display was 90 ms. A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted to examine the effects of the presence of a target and a singleton distractor. The effects of target presence, F(1, 12) ϭ .60, p ϭ .45, singleton distractor, F(1, 12) ϭ 1.28, p ϭ .28, and their interaction, F(1, 12) ϭ 1.85, p ϭ .20, were not significant.
We focused our analysis on target-present trials, because we were mainly interested to know whether a singleton distractor would interfere with the target detection process. A target was not detected in a target-absent trial. Therefore, a t test was planned and conducted to examine the effect of a singleton distractor in targetpresent trials only. This test revealed no significant distractor interference, t(12) ϭ Ϫ.115, p ϭ .91, which corresponded to a 0.3% accuracy gain. The JZS Bayes factor was 4.8, indicating substantial evidence for the null hypothesis.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we test attentional capture in a feature discrimination task. In our previous study (Chan & Hayward, 2009 ), attentional capture was observed neither in feature detection nor discrimination tasks; this was interpreted as indicating feature map processing. In the present experiment, we attempted to replicate this result by measuring accuracy. In this task, a target was always present. Participants were asked to judge whether the target was a horizontal or an oblique line (see Figure 1) .
In addition to a replication purpose, we tested feature discrimination also to clarify the meaning of a distractor effect in targetabsent trials. For instance, although we argue that this effect may be specific to distractor-only displays, in theory it could also be due to a combination of a general distractor effect and an adaptive change in detection criterion. For example, one may assume attentional capture to have actually occurred in target-present trials, slowing search down or increasing misses, but in the same time this effect was counteracted by the adoption of a more liberal This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
criterion, which lowered the detection threshold, and, in turn, speeded up responses or reduced misses. In this case, a genuine attentional capture may be hidden and only result in an increase of false alarms in target-absent trials. We think that it is worth circumventing this problem by making use of a feature discrimination task in which all trials contained a target. In this case, variations in the decision criterion would only be between feature choices, and would not be problematic as data of both choices would be pooled and analyzed together.
Method
Participants. Eight members of the University of Hong Kong community (six females) participated in Experiment 3. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each of them was paid HK$30 for a 30-min session.
Stimuli. The stimuli were based on Experiment 2, except that a target occurred in all trials, which was either a horizontal line or a 45°line rotated clockwise.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 2, except that the left/right shift key was pressed for an oblique/ horizontal target.
Results and Discussion
Only test block trials were analyzed, and results are plotted in Figure 2 . The average exposure duration of the search display was 79 ms; distractor-absent accuracy was 77.2%. A t test was conducted to examine the effect of a singleton distractor, and the result was insignificant, Ϫ0.6%, t(7) ϭ .49, p ϭ .64. The corresponding JZS Bayes factor was 3.5, substantially favoring the null hypothesis. Therefore, we conclude that no attentional capture was observed. This finding confirms our conclusion from the previous experiment. In terms of the dual-route account, it means that feature discrimination is performed by preattentive feature maps, and is therefore immune to across-dimension distractor interference.
The present result also addresses the singleton distractor effect in Experiment 2 target-absent trials. For instance, if this effect reflected genuine attentional capture, it should be observed in the present experiment as well. However, no such effect was observed. We reason that this effect should be specific to search displays that contain only a singleton distractor.
Experiment 4
In this paper, we have argued that in the attentional capture paradigm, search accuracy provides a better measure of the attentional requirements in visual search than do RTs. By using this method, the presence of an attentional capture effect would not reflect any strategic involvement of attention, but instead it can indicate whether focal attention is truly needed. The purpose of Experiment 4 was to use this technique to reevaluate the attentional requirement of search that requires coarse spatial judgments.
This investigation is important because it helps clarify the functional limits of preattentive mechanisms, including feature maps and the master map, as they were proposed in many search models. Some models, for example a strict interpretation of FIT, assume that focal attention is crucial for spatial judgments, because feature maps are assumed to produce pooled responses across space only (Treisman & Gormican, 1988) . Other models, for example, the dimensional weighting account (Müller, Heller, & Ziegler, 1995) , propose that some detection or coarse localization responses may be directly based on preattentive mechanisms like the master map (e.g., Müller et al., 2003) . In this case, coarse spatial judgments may not always require focal attention.
Existing findings on this question are lacking in clarity. For example, we previously studied attentional capture in a left-right task, in which participants decided whether a target occurred on the left or right side of the display (Chan & Hayward, 2009 ). We observed attentional capture effects, and this might indicate that attention was involved. However, as we argued, this RT effect could have reflected strategic involvement of attention. For example, people may have naturally focused attention on the target whenever they localized it, even though the localization operation itself may not have required attention (e.g., when only a coarse spatial judgment is needed). This possibility is worth evaluating because Braun and Julesz (1998) tested a similar top-bottom task, in which participants decided whether the target was at the top or bottom half of the display, and they found that this task did not trade off performance with the central task. Their results seem to indicate that coarse localization does not consume much attentional capacity.
Given this uncertainty, we wanted to test whether a left-right task would produce a capture effect when measured in terms of accuracy. In Experiment 4, participants decided whether a target occurred on the left or right side of the display. Identical to Experiment 3, the target was either an oblique or a horizontal line. The search display is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Method
Participants. Eight members of the University of Hong Kong community (six females) participated in Experiment 4. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each of them was paid HK$30 for a 30-min session.
Stimuli. The stimuli were identical to Experiment 3. Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 3, except that the left/right shift key was pressed when the target occurred on the left/right hemifield.
Results and Discussion
Only test block trials were analyzed, and results are plotted in Figure 2 . The average exposure duration of the search display was 71 ms; distractor-absent accuracy was 81.3%. A paired t test showed no capture effect, 0.7%, t(7) ϭ .73, p ϭ .49; JZS Bayes factor was 3.07, substantially favoring the null hypothesis. From these results, it is clear that attentional capture did not impair visual search accuracy in a left-right task.
The present data are consistent with Braun and Julesz's (1998) finding, that coarse localization of a basic feature does not require attention. This leads us to modify our earlier position that was based on a strict interpretation of FIT (Chan & Hayward, 2009 ). With the current experimental design using brief displays and measuring accuracy rather than RT, our results indicate that the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
earlier report of attentional capture was likely due to strategic characteristics of left-right search, but not a need for focal attention. This result suggests that some preattentive mechanisms are responsible for coarse spatial localization. The dimensional weighting account hypothesized that the master map may directly support coarse localization (Müller et al., 2003) , but in that case, an accuracy drop should still occur in distractor-present trials, because master map activations do not differentiate between feature dimensions. Because no capture effect was observed, the preattentive mechanism that supported search should be dimension-specific in nature. In other words, the feature maps may be a more likely candidate.
This analysis is consistent with Zehetleitner, Krummenacher, Geyer, Hegenloh, and Müller's (2011) finding of a dimensionspecific intertrial effect in a left-right task; they observed this effect in terms of accuracy. In general, an intertrial effect reflects the cost incurred when one switches from searching through one feature dimension to another, and it reflects dimension-specific processing. Previous findings generally show a reciprocal relationship between attentional capture and intertrial effects, such that when a task shows an intertrial effect, it generally does not show capture, and vice versa (Chan & Hayward, 2009; Kumada, 1999 Kumada, , 2001 ). This reciprocity is observed again across Zehetleitner et al.'s study and the present experiment. This set of results is indicative of a preattentive, dimension-specific search process, and thus it is consistent with the use of a preattentive feature map route as proposed by the dual-route account.
Both the present results and Zehetleitner et al.'s (2011) results were measured in terms of accuracy using brief displays. They contrast with our earlier results based on RT and unlimited displays (Chan & Hayward, 2009) , in which we observed an attentional capture effect and the lack of an intertrial effect in left-right tasks; this set of results indicated an attentional, dimension-general search process, and is consistent with the use of the focal attention route as proposed by the dual-route account. Although it remains speculative, the use of this route may be due to a natural habit for participants to focus their attention on the target after they have located it. As such, the response generated by the preattentive route may be withheld until focal attention has arrived at the target. Therefore, response patterns associating with each processing route were observed when measured with different methods.
These results are difficult to reconcile within a single-route account. According to this account, all searches require focal attention, and so search performance should mainly be determined by master map activation patterns. Therefore, as long as a salient distractor generated an activation peak on the master map, attentional capture is expected to occur and influence search. Other factors such as response requirements of the task should not influence the capture effect. However, in our present experiments, a salient distractor only caused attentional capture in compound search (Experiment 1) but not in basic feature detection (Experiment 2), feature discrimination (Experiment 3), and left-right search (Experiment 4). Also, for left-right searches, attentional capture was only observed in terms of RT (Chan & Hayward, 2009 ) but not accuracy (Experiment 4). Here, the single-route account fails to explain why these response requirements were influencing the size of attentional capture. In a similar vein, this account does not provide a natural explanation for the influence of measurement methods (RT or accuracy) on the intertrial effect (e.g., Zehetleitner et al., 2011) .
In Experiments 1-4, attentional capture occurred in terms of accuracy only in a compound task, but not in other basic feature search tasks. One methodological limitation in these experiments is that different stimulus forms were used in these two search categories, and this limitation may account for the difference in capture. For instance, in Experiment 1 (compound search), colored shape outlines were used, whereas in Experiments 2-4 (detection, discrimination, and left-right search), colored bars were used. It was possible that the shapes used in Experiment 1 were visually larger and therefore the singleton distractor was more salient, leading to the larger capture found in Experiment 1. To address this concern, we tested compound and basic feature searches in three supplementary experiments by using unified stimuli. 2 The results replicated what we found here, in which attentional capture occurred only in compound search. These results strengthened our observations and conclusions.
Experiment 5
In the previous experiments, attentional capture was only observed in compound search tasks, but not in basic feature search tasks. This result was consistent with the dual-route account, which suggests that compound search is based on focal attention and master-map guidance, whereas basic feature search is based on preattentive feature maps.
One may argue that the present results were only due to particular task characteristics, such that attentional capture could only occur in compound but not basic feature search. For example, compound search requires a more precise attentional focus than basic feature search; maybe, for some idiosyncratic reasons, attentional capture was specific to tasks that required a precise attentional focus. The final experiment aimed to rule out this possibility, and show that a capture effect is contingent to the underlying search mechanism instead of the task itself. Specifically, we aimed to demonstrate a case in which a singleton distractor would disrupt a basic feature search.
According to the dual-route account, an across-dimension singleton distractor does not disrupt basic feature search because search is supported by dimensionally organized feature maps in which there is no mechanism for across-dimension crosstalk. However, feature maps are broadly tuned for features within a dimension (Foster & Westland, 1998; Wolfe, Friedman-Hill, Steward, & 2 In three supplementary experiments, we replicated the compound, discrimination, and left-right search by using unified stimuli. In these experiments, each search item was an oriented bar, but each of them contained a small dark line either parallel or perpendicular to the item's global orientation. Participants responded to the small line in the compound condition, but the target was defined by the global orientation. In these experiments, the search displays and stimulus feature sets used were completely identical; the only methodological difference was the instruction given. Results from this set of experiments replicated what we found in Experiments 1, 3, and 4. Capture was significant in the compound experiment, 7.1%, t(8) ϭ 3.97, p ϭ .004, JZS Bayes factor ϭ 0.007 (strongly favoring the alternative), but capture was not significant in the feature discrimination experiment, 1.1%, t(9) ϭ .76, p ϭ .46, JZS Bayes factor ϭ 3.3 (substantially favoring the null), and the left-right condition, 1.3%, t(12) ϭ .89, p ϭ .39, JZS Bayes factor ϭ 3.2 (substantially favoring the null). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
O'Connell, 1992), so that a within-dimension singleton distractor could falsely activate the target feature map, inducing ambiguity in the search process. Therefore, unlike an across-dimension singleton distractor, a within-dimension distractor should lead to reduced search accuracy in basic feature searches. Experiment 5 tested this prediction.
In this experiment, we measured the effect of a withindimension singleton distractor in a feature discrimination task, using stimuli based on Experiment 3. We asked participants to judge whether a target was a steep or horizontal bar. The singleton distractor used was a shallow bar. Please see Figure 1 for an illustration.
Method
Participants. Ten members of the University of Hong Kong community (nine females) participated in Experiment 5. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each of them was paid HK$30 for a 30-min session.
Stimuli. The stimuli were based on Experiment 3. In this experiment, the target line was either a steep line (30°rotated clockwise) or a horizontal line; the singleton was a shallow line (60°rotated counterclockwise). Distractors were vertical lines.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 3.
Results and Discussion
Only test block trials were analyzed, and results are plotted in Figure 2 . The average exposure duration of the search display was 140 ms; distractor-absent accuracy was 91.1%. A paired t test showed a significant distractor effect, 11.5%, t(9) ϭ 6.89, p Ͻ .001. JZS Bayes factor was 0.002, strongly favoring the alternative hypothesis. Results in Experiment 5 show that a within-dimension singleton strongly disrupted feature discrimination search. This is consistent with our prediction, suggesting that the withindimension singleton distractor falsely activated potential target feature maps, reducing the fidelity of feature map activity in indicating target presence. This resulted in a less accurate search. Importantly, the present results suggest that singleton distractor interference was not specific to compound search tasks, but was contingent on whether a visual search trial was performed using preattentive feature maps or focal attention.
The present results suggest that visual saliency of the singleton distractor, per se, does not fully determine the size of a capture effect, and thus have implications for the single-route account. For instance, the distractor used in this experiment was less salient than those used in other experiments (orientation/shape singletons are generally less salient than color singletons in producing capture; see Theeuwes, 1992; Kumada, 1999) , but yet, a much larger interference was observed. This indicates that a general, dimension-insensitive master map is not sufficient for explaining all distractor interference data.
It may be possible to consider extensions to the single-route approach, for example the dimensional weighting account (Müller et al., 1995) , which predicts that top-down dimensional selectivity can be achieved by assigning a higher weight to the target dimension, before perceptual signals are integrated to the master map. As such, it should reduce attentional capture caused by an acrossdimension distractor, but not that by a within-dimension distractor.
This explanation is consistent with the current findings within basic feature search. However, it requires further assumptions to explain why such top-down selectivity was less effective in compound search, so that attentional capture could occur. In the general discussion section, we examine some of these assumptions in more details.
General Discussion
The main motivation of the present investigation was to address the apparently discrepant findings regarding the presence ) and absence (Chan & Hayward, 2009 ) of capture effects in basic feature search tasks. In this study, we propose that limitations of RT measurements may underlie this controversy. For instance, observations of attentional capture in terms of RT could reflect strategic involvement of focal attention in search. To address this limitation, we tested search accuracy by using brief displays, such that stimulus exposure was just enough for search. This way, we were able to compare search performance when attention was oriented to the target or diverted from the distractor, and determine whether attention was indeed crucial in each kind of search.
By using this method, in five experiments, we observed attentional capture by an across-dimension singleton distractor only in compound visual searches, but not in basic feature searches. We argue that this general finding is best explained by the dual-route account, which assumes that two distinct processing routes underlie search under different circumstances. In Experiment 1, participants searched for a shape target and responded to an oriented bar inside. Results showed that a color singleton distractor impaired compound search accuracy. In Experiments 2-4, we showed that a singleton distractor did not produce any effect in basic feature searches, which required either feature detection, discrimination, or a left-right judgment of target location. In Experiment 5, we tested the effect of a within-dimension singleton distractor in a basic feature search task (feature discrimination); this was the only case where a singleton distractor impaired performance in basic feature search. Taken together, these experiments demonstrated that an across-dimension singleton distractor can produce an observable attentional capture effect only in compound search tasks but not in basic feature search tasks.
The present finding is consistent with dual-route visual search models such as FIT, which has a core assumption that detecting a basic visual feature does not require focal attention, but rather is based on preattentive processes. Because preattentive processes are not affected when attention is captured by a salient distractor, basic feature search should not be interfered with by such a distractor. However, in such models, a singleton distractor is expected to interfere with searches that require focal attention, such as a compound task. When attention is captured by a distractor, focal attention is diverted from supporting target identification, leading to an observable capture effect. On the other hand, the present results are inconsistent with the single-route account. For instance, the single-route account assumes that both basic feature search and compound search require attention, which is, in turn, based on master-map guidance. According to this account, the same factors should determine the degree to which a salient distractor captures attention, so that attentional capture should impair performance in both kinds of search. However, this predicThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
tion was not consistent with the present results, which showed effects of attentional capture only in compound searches, but not in basic feature searches.
An Evaluation of the Compatibility Between the Single-Route Account and the Present Data
It is worth considering whether the present results can be accommodated within a single-route account with minor modifications. To derive such an account, the main difficulty is to explain the discrepant attentional capture effects observed in basic feature search tasks and compound search tasks. Here, we discuss two differences between the attentional requirements of the two tasks that may account for this discrepancy.
Size of the operating attentional window. A main difference between the two tasks is in terms of the size of the attentional window that is operated in search. In general, compound search tasks require a more precise attentional focus than basic feature search tasks do. To determine the response in a compound search task, focal attention is necessary to select and individuate the target so as to avoid confusion with features of the other items during target identification. In a basic feature search task, however, only the target contains the response-defining feature, and so it may not be problematic for diffuse attention to cover a number of items. To explain the larger attentional capture in compound search in terms of a single-route approach, it is reasonable to assume that attentional capture might be generally more prominent when a more precise attentional window is adopted. The assumption behind this conjecture would be that attention generally orients more slowly when it is highly focused than when it is diffuse, as a tradeoff for higher focusing precision. In this case, it would take a longer time for attention to engage and disengage from the distractor during attentional capture, rendering a larger capture effect size.
This account suffers from two limitations. First, it expects diffuse attention search to cause smaller attentional capture, but this prediction is not consistent with results showing a capture size (in terms of RT) in left-right tasks that is comparable to that in compound tasks, in which diffuse attention was used (Chan & Hayward, 2009 ). Second, the above account only suggests a smaller effect size for diffuse attention search, but not a complete absence. However, we pooled data of the 29 participants from Experiments 2 to 4 as an attempt to increase the statistical sensitivity in detecting any tiny effects, but still no effect was observed. The overall effect size was Ϫ0.08%, t(28) ϭ Ϫ.07, p ϭ .94, with a JZS Bayes factor of 6.95 in favor of the null. If the supplementary experiments (discrimination and left-right) that we mentioned earlier were also included (see footnote 2), the evidence for the null increases further, with an effect size of 0.5%, t(51) ϭ .646, p ϭ .52, and a JZS Bayes factor of 7.5.
Search modes and task switching. Another difference between basic feature and compound search is that the latter involves task switching between search for the target and responding to a target feature within trials. One argument is that this task switching operation is cognitively demanding, and this may interfere with the maintenance of a "feature search mode," so that the alternative "singleton detection mode" must be used. This would explain the current data because when a search operates in the feature search mode, top-down selection of the target feature can eliminate attentional capture, but the system is vulnerable to capture in the singleton detection mode (Bacon & Egeth, 1994) . We have reservations about this explanation. The main consideration is that compound tasks were originally used in the demonstration of the two search modes (Bacon & Egeth, 1994; Leber & Egeth, 2006) . In other words, the task switching requirement in compound search may indeed be cognitively demanding, but it is evidently insufficient to pose a threat to the use of a feature search mode.
Instead, Bacon and Egeth (1994) suggested that the use of the feature search mode is mostly out of necessity. For example, it is impossible to look for a target in a heterogeneous display by looking for an oddball without selecting the exact target feature. In other situations, observers generally prefer the singleton detection mode "because it was easier and because they could" (p. 493). In our experiments, distractors were always homogeneous and targets were always unique. In the detection search (Experiment 2) and left-right search (Experiment 4), the feature identity of the target was irrelevant to the task. It is only reasonable to assume that the singleton detection mode is the dominant search mode in the present study. In this case, the use of search mode does not provide an account for the observed discrepancy in attentional capture.
Relationship to Study by Zehetleitner et al. (2009)
The main motivation for the present study was to address recent data that showed attentional capture effects in basic feature search tasks. For instance, Zehetleitner et al. (2009) found that attentional capture was observable as long as distractor-present and distractor-absent trials were mixed. The capture effects they observed showed similar characteristics to those of compound search tasks, suggesting that attentional capture in basic feature search and compound search was due to a common process. In order to explain why attentional capture was more easily observed when distractor conditions were mixed, Zehetleitner et al. suggested that after a distractorpresent trial, a short-lived down-modulation of the distractor dimension may be applied to the next trial ), which reduced capture. As such, on average, more inhibition would be applied to distractors as they occurred more frequently, leading to less capture in blocked conditions and more capture in mixed distractor conditions.
In the present experiment, however, when measurement was based on accuracy, attentional capture was absent even when distractor conditions were mixed. This finding was not consistent with the explanation by Zehetleitner et al.'s (2009) because if attentional capture was more observed in their results due to reduced distractor inhibition, this reasoning should apply for both accuracy and RT measurements. Therefore, we argue that the single-route account does not provide a complete explanation for the discrepant data obtained with different measures.
These data are consistent with the dual-route account, however. According to this account, preattentive mechanisms can only support basic feature search, whereas compound search is based on focal attention and master-map guidance. Because preattentive mechanisms are not affected by attentional capture, such capture effects are lacking in most basic feature search tasks (Chan & Hayward, 2009; Kumada, 1999) . In theory, this account does not preclude the possibility of involving focal attention in basic feature search, only that there is generally no reason for doing so. When distractor conditions were mixed in a basic feature search task, This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
however, it may present a special case in which participants become conservative and choose to engage focal attention as a response to a higher perceived uncertainty. In this case, a singleton distractor could lead to a capture effect as measured with a delay in responding. This explains why Zehetleitner et al. (2009) reported capture effects when distractor conditions were mixed. However, capture in this case affected RT only but not accuracy because it was still supported by preattentive processing. Therefore, even though distractor conditions were also mixed in the present study, capture effects were lacking when accuracy was measured. Here, we argue that the dual-route account provides a more comprehensive account of existing data.
Relationship to the Studies by Mortier et al. (2010) and Zehetleitner et al. (2011)
In the present experiments, we found results that deviated from Chan and Hayward's (2009) original study regarding left-right search. The left-right search task requires one to coarsely localize a target, and make a judgment of whether it occurred at the left or right visual field. On one hand, this task is similar to feature detection because it does not require a precise attentional focus, but on the other hand it is similar to compound search in that it requires feature localization. In Chan and Hayward's original formulation, a left-right search task was thought to necessitate attention due to its localization requirement; this postulation was based on our observation of a capture effect in this task. In the present experiments, however, a capture effect was not observed in left-right searches when we measured accuracy. Our tentative explanation is now modified so that attention may be engaged strategically but not out of necessity in left-right searches, similar to that for search with mixed distractor conditions. This explanation is consistent with the capture effect observed in terms of RT, but not when accuracy was measured using a brief display.
Consistent with this explanation, recent research also showed mixed results for left-right search in terms of dimension-specific top-down cueing. This effect refers to a performance benefit for showing a word cue to indicate a target-defining dimension before search in which the target-defining dimension varies across trials. This effect generally represents top-down dimensional selectivity and was previously observed in basic feature detection but not in compound search (Müller, Reimann, & Krummenacher, 2003; Theeuwes, Reimann, & Mortier, 2006) ; it is consistent with the use of different processing routes in the dual-route account. For leftright search, if attention is engaged only as a strategy, participants should show a top-down cueing effect in terms of accuracy but not RT. This is because prior knowledge of the target dimension allowed the relevant feature maps to be attended in advance, such that a response is available sooner to support higher accuracy at limited display exposure. However, RT measures when the user actually triggers the response, and this depends on the user's strategy. Therefore, if a participant prefers to rely on the focal attention route, top-down cueing is not expected to expedite search, as master map processing is insensitive to feature dimensions in general. This analysis is consistent with Mortier, Van Zoest, Meeter, & Theeuwes' (2010) results in which a top-down cueing effect was not observed in terms of RT in a left-right search task (in contrast to its appearance in a detection search task), and it is also consistent with Zehetleitner et al.'s (2011) results in which the effect was observed in terms of accuracy using brief displays in a left-right search task.
3 These recent findings complement the present data in showing a comprehensive picture of the engagement of preattentive mechanisms and focal attention in left-right search.
Therefore, the dual-route account not only offers an explanation of basic feature and compound search, but also explains the hybrid nature of left-right search across experiments. The single-route account, however, on one hand does not explain the discrepancy between basic feature and compound searches (in terms of capture, intertrial, and top-down cueing effects), and on the other hand does not explain the aforementioned hybrid nature of left-right searches. For instance, although the single-route account can accommodate effects caused by distractor occurrence frequency, distractor saliency, and target-distractor distance, it fails to explain why these effects varied as a function of search types and as a function of measurement methods when such factors were not manipulated. The distinct performance patterns found in each kind of search are very stable, were found in various studies, and involved multiple complementary behavioral indicators.
General Explanatory Framework
We argue that the present data as well as other previous data (Chan & Hayward, 2009; Mortier et al., 2010; Müller et al., 2003; Theeuwes et al., 2006; Zehetleitner et al., 2009 Zehetleitner et al., , 2011 , when considered simultaneously, are best explained in terms of the dual-route account. These data showed better and more robust top-down dimensional selectivity in detection than in compound searches, and in left-right searches when measured in terms of accuracy than in RT. We argue that this evidence shows that basic feature search is based on preattentive mechanisms, which are dimension-specific, are not subject to across-dimension interference, and allow for dimension-based attention. On the other hand, compound search is based on attentive target identification, and the allocation of attention is guided by the master map which takes inputs from multiple dimensions. Although the weight of each input dimension can be influenced by top-down processes (Müller et al., 1995) , such modulation may not be perfect and so search is vulnerable to across-dimension interference and shows a reduced amount of intertrial facilitation and top-down cueing (Krummenacher, Müller, & Heller, 2002b; Müller & Krummenacher, 2006) . The left-right search has a special status because it can be accomplished solely from preattentive feature maps, although people tend to depend on attention in this kind of search when they can. One probable reason for this tendency is that the engagement of focal attention may be the generic procedure for observers to locate an object, and so this route is used by default even if the feature maps contain adequate spatial information for coarse localization. In other words, people tend to choose which cognitive mechanism to engage on the basis of the current task nature. When using a brief display, however, performance would instead reflect whether the required response can be determined by the currently accessible information. Therefore, performance is determined by 3 Similar to Mortier et al. (2010) , Zehetleitner et al. (2011) did not find any top-down cueing effect in terms of RT in their left-right search task by using a typical high-contrast stimulus set; however, a significant top-down cueing effect in RT was observed with a low-contrast stimulus set. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
the mechanism that is most capable of accomplishing the current task under stimulus constraints. To extend this reasoning, it is also likely that people tend to engage the attentive processing route when they are conservative about a decision, such as when uncertainty is perceived; in these cases, top-down selectivity would depend on the nature of the task as well as how performance is measured. Of course, we believe that these possibilities are not yet fully investigated, and the present study does not aim to establish a full list of factors that determine when people use a particular processing route. However, we argue that the present data are clear enough to suggest that there are two distinct processing routes on which people base their responses. The use of each route is determined by informational requirements of the task and by the user's intention.
Limitations
Stimulus choice. In the present study, our conclusions mainly rested on an absence of distractor interference effects in basic feature search tasks. A straightforward limitation of the present study was that perhaps our singleton distractors were not salient enough to capture attention, or our targets were too salient to drive very efficient search even upon distractor interference, potentially hiding some genuine effects. Although we used search stimuli that were generally similar and comparable to other attentional capture studies, and thus it should be quite safe to conclude that distractor interference were reduced in our tests; we cannot be completely certain that the same results would generalize to other stimulus salience levels. This worry was particularly worth caution given that the size of distractor interference was known to vary with the relative salience between target and distractor (Zehetleitner, Koch, Goschy, & Müller, 2013) , and that the effect of top-down inhibition on distractor salience can be substantial (Goschy, Koch, Müller, & Zehetleitner, 2014) . Therefore, the present study was limited by an uncertainty on whether distractor interference was truly absent in basic feature search tasks over a broader range of stimulus salience levels.
Top-down dimensional cueing and intertrial effects in compound search. As we argued above, the dual-route account expects top-down dimensional cueing and intertrial effects to be smaller in compound tasks than in basic feature search tasks. They should also be smaller in left-right tasks when RT was measured. This prediction matches many previous observations, in which such effects were absent (e.g., Chan & Hayward, 2009; Krummenacher, Müller, & Heller, 2002a; Kumada, 2001; Mortier et al., 2010) . Other studies showed that these effects were sometimes evident (e.g., Krummenacher, Müller, & Heller, 2002b; Müller & Krummenacher, 2006; Rangelov, Müller, & Zehetleitner, 2011 Zehetleitner et al., 2011) , especially when the target was defined by a lower contrast (e.g., Rangelov et al., 2011 Rangelov et al., , 2013 Zehetleitner et al., 2011) , and electrophysiological measurements (in terms of N2pc signals) demonstrated a perceptual locus of these effects (Töllner, Gramann, Müller, Kiss, & Eimer, 2008; Töllner, Zehetleitner, Gramann, & Müller, 2010) . These findings were sometimes taken to argue against a very strict version of the dual-route account, in which top-down selectivity is assumed to be impossible along the focal attention processing route, allowing no mechanism for top-down cueing and intertrial effects. Nevertheless, the standard dual-route account does not reject the possibility of top-down dimensional weighting on the master map, for example via modulating feature map inputs. Therefore, it can accommodate top-down cueing and intertrial effects in compound search as long as their effect size is small. This is in fact the case: the typical effect size in a compound search task is about 10 ms, and in a basic feature search task it ranges from 30 to 50 ms.
On the other side of the debate, it is questionable whether a single-route account can explain this effect size difference. Müller and Krummenacher (2006) and Töllner et al. (2008) suggest that top-down dimensional weighting effects may not be fully observed in compound tasks because they may have been masked by variations in response selection and production processes. Töllner et al. (2008 Töllner et al. ( , 2010 ) measured both top-down cueing and intertrial effects in compound tasks using electrophysiological measures; however, the effect size in terms of N2pc signals was still near 10ms, consistent with the size measured in RT studies. Our interpretation of this finding is that the top-down cueing and intertrial effects in compound tasks were actually smaller, as N2pc signals cannot be masked by response processes.
This controversy, however, highlights a significant limitation of the dual-route architecture. That is, it lacks a specification as to which mechanism is responsible for top-down dimensional selection in the focal attention processing route, while a clear understanding of this mechanism is essential in explaining the variations in top-down cueing and intertrial effects in compound search tasks. It is important to note that this limitation is not central to the single-versus dual-route debate, because the focal attention route is a common component in both architectures. In other words, lack of clarity with this route is problematic for both architectures, with the distinction between them lies on the generality of such a top-down selection mechanism. For example, Zehetleitner et al. (2011) found that stimulus contrast can affect the top-down cueing and intertrial effect sizes in a left-right RT task, such that the effects were smaller when the stimulus contrast was higher. In light of this result, whereas the single-route account would assume generalization to all other search types, the dual-route account would only assume generalization to compound searches.
Location-specific violation of the race model inequality in basic feature search tasks. Another class of findings that the dual-route account does not explain well is a location-specific violation of race model inequality (RMI; Miller, 1982) in the detection of redundantly defined targets (Krummenacher, Müller, & Heller, 2001 , 2002a . Specifically, detecting a target defined by two features from different dimensions is faster than would be expected by a parallel race between individual searches of each feature. An RMI violation generally reflects cross-dimensional signal integration (or coactivation), but its occurrence in a detection task would not be consistent with the dual-route account, because feature map processing should not support crossdimensional signal integration. Furthermore, this phenomenon was found to be location-specific (Krummenacher et al., 2002a) , and was associated with a redundancy gain in terms of N2pc signals (Töllner, Zehetleitner, Krummenacher, & Müller, 2011) , meaning that it cannot be explained in terms of signal integration across feature map outputs or at a response stage (Feintuch & Cohen, 2002) . Therefore, it appears that the dual-route account does not provide a clear explanation to detection task RMI violations. A possible resolution would be to view redundant target detection as a special case, for example the extra search efficiency driven by This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
cross-dimensional coactivation may act as an incentive for observers to use the master map to produce a response. However, taking this view would render the dual-route account less parsimonious, and it is unclear whether the slight benefit produced by coactivation would be sufficient to turn observers to another processing route. We leave this issue to future work.
Conclusions
We observed that in contrast to compound search, attentional capture did not interfere with basic feature search. Together with similar findings in other reports (Chan & Hayward, 2009; Kumada, 1999) , as well as complementary results in terms of topdown cueing (Müller et al., 2003; Theeuwes et al., 2006) and intertrial effects (Chan & Hayward, 2009; Kumada, 2001) , there is strong evidence suggestive of a dual-route account that assumes basic feature search relies mainly on preattentive mechanisms, while compound search relies mainly on attentive target identification. We clarified the dual-status of left-right search, which has triggered some recent debate on the validity of the dual-route account, and our explanation for patterns of results using left-right search is consistent with previous findings (Chan & Hayward, 2009; Mortier et al., 2010; Zehetleitner et al., 2011) . However, the single-route account, assuming that all search is based on attention, provides no easy, coherent and comprehensive solution to explain the present and previous findings. The tentative conclusion of the present investigation is that search is based on either a preattentive feature map processing route, or a focal attention processing route, and which route is actually used is determined by the nature of the search task and the intention of the user. From a broader review of literature, we are aware of limitations of both the dual-route and single-route accounts. We believe that future research is needed to clarify how the visual system copes with different needs and settings in terms of its structure and flexibility.
